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 Human Activity Recognition (HAR) has gained traction in recent years in 
diverse areas such as observation, entertainment, teaching and healthcare, 

using wearable and smartphone sensors. Such environments and systems 

necessitate and subsume activity recognition, aimed at recognizing the actions, 

characteristics, and goals of one or more individuals from a temporal series of 
observations streamed from one or more sensors. Different developed models 

for HAR have been explained in literature. Deep learning systems and 

algorithms were shown to perform highly in HAR in recent years, but these 

algorithms need lots of computerization to be deployed efficiently in 
applications. This paper presents a HAR lightweight, low computing capacity, 

deep learning model, which is ideal for use in real-time applications. The 

generic HAR framework for smartphone sensor data is proposed, based on 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks for time-series domains and 
standard Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) used for classification. The 

findings demonstrate that many of the deployed deep learning and machine 

learning techniques are surpassed by the proposed model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  HAR has been a hot subject over the past decade, as it is relevant in many fields such as healthcare, 

digital games, activities and general tracking systems. In addition, the ageing population is becoming one of 

the major worries of the nation. The population of over 65 years old was estimated to rise from 460 million by 

2050 to 2 billion. This significant rise would have huge implications for social and health care. In the 

household, HAR is a powerful instrument in order to track the bodily, functional and cognitive health of elderly 

[1],[2]. 

  The purpose of HAR is for human activities to be recognized in regulated and unregulated 

environments. Despite myriad implementations, HAR algorithms also face a lot of difficulties, including: 

sophistication and a spectrum of everyday tasks, intra-subject and inter-subject heterogeneity in a particular 

field of operation, trade-off between success and privacy, embedded and mobile system computing 

performance and the data annotation complexity [3]. Data is usually obtained through two major sources, 

environmental sensors and wearable devices, for training and evaluating HAR algorithms. In certain places, 

the environmental sensors may be ambient sensors, such as temperature sensors or video sensors. Wearable 

sensors are embedded in or integrated into devices or clothing, for example, smartphones and smartwatches 

[4]. 
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  HAR science has seen an explosion in deep learning (DL) approaches with respect to algorithmic 

execution, resulting in improved of the precision of identification and recognition. Deep learning (DL) 

approaches deliver very accurate outcomes in high-accuracy datasets, although the small size of the dataset, 

the lower dimension of the input data and expert information available in formulating problems can be used to 

further integrate Machine Learning (ML) models in many HAR applications. The growing interest in HAR can 

be correlated in all areas of everyday living, particularly in health and well-being applications, with the use of 

sensors and wearable appliances. This growing interest in HAR can be seen in the number of interested 

publications published in the past five years [5] . 

  Daily behaviors become lifelogging data if consistently collected for longer periods. When this 

behavior is recorded, there are long forecasts that need to be processed nearby. One of the most interesting 

technologies today is for storing the sensor data with the cloud to be processed and the amount of web services 

is open. However, the constant transfer of accelerometer signals to the cloud will lead to tremendous network 

traffic and increased latency. The detection of everyday operations on edge devices before they are sent to the 

cloud will remove this issue by reducing latency, expense, network traffic and time for response [6] [7]. 

  This study provides an enhanced HAR edge system with a deep learning algorithm. In this article, 

there are a number of contributions. The first one defines the architecture of the proposed enhanced system. 

This system is constructed using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) in combination with the deep learning 

algorithm Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Furthermore, the system is learned and evaluated using 

optimized parameters for six HAR operations on a resource-constricted edge system such as the Raspberry Pi4. 

The third is an experiment, which tests the efficiency of the proposed system, with 29 participants conducting 

six everyday activities: standing up, walking, jogging, seating, going down the stairs and going up the stairs. 

The fourth one, in the measurements of precision, accuracy, recall, f-measurement and confusion matrix, the 

results of the proposed system are compared with some models that have already been produced. 

  Accordingly, this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the HAR background and literature 

review are produced. Section 3 presents proposed enhanced RNN-LSTM model. In section 4, system 

discerption and data collection are presented. The suggested model is compared to current models in Section 

5. Section 6 contains a conclusion and recommendations for further work. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The HAR research’s is using significant guideline in deep learning and IoT science. Research is being 

carried out in this direction in various practical applications such as health care, identification of gymnastically 

behavior, human collapse detection, etc. This section addresses numerous articles which are suggested systems 

for solving problems related to this subject. 

Ronao et al suggested a profound neural network (convnets) for data-adaptive detection of human 

activity recognition (HAR) on a smartphone, using the accelerometer and the gyroscope. Contents not only 

take advantage of the inherent temporal local dependence of 1D time-series signals and the invariance of 

translation and hierarchical features of operations, they also provide a way to extract appropriate, robust 

features automated and data-adaptive without needing specialized preprocessing or time-consuming 

handcrafting features. Experiments illustrate that more complex functions are extracted in each other layer, but 

when the information approaches the top coevolutionary layers, the disparity in degree of complexity between 

neighboring layers is decreased. Another helpful thing is that a larger filter size is often shown, since the time 

local association between the adjacent sensors lasts longer. Furthermore, a reduced size is best implemented as 

the information transmitted from the input to the convolution/pool layers is very important to keep it intact [8]. 

Highlighting, classification and identification of human activities through smartphone sensors were the key 

problems of this paper. Time-series signals are depleted successfully during a convolution process and the 

combining process cancels the effects of subtle translations in the input. The characteristics are automatically 

derived from raw time series sensor data using a multilayer converter with different convolution and pooling 

layers, with less layer removing more simple features and larger layers resulting in more complicated ones. 

Hassan et al have been recommended here to use inertial smartphone sensors such as actuators and 

gyroscope sensors to identify the operation. This framework primarily consists of three key components: 

detecting, retrieval of features, and identification. The portion is sensed. As inputs to the HAR system, it 

collects sensor data. Two popular sensors were chosen for data gathering on phones for this study: triaxial 

linear actuators and gyroscopes. The sensors have frequency statistics between 0 Hz and 15 Hz. The second 

significant component is the retrieval of features. This segment begins with noise reduction to separate relevant 

signals from triaxial acceleration, such as the acceleration. After eliminating the noise, statistics on fixed-size 

sliding windows are evaluated for the generation of robust features by using Kernel PCA to minimize 

dimension (KPCA). The third significant component of the framework is the modeling of functionality through 

deep learning by applying Deep Belief Network algorithm (DBN) and a Restricted Boltzmann Machines 
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(RBM) neural network as a pre-training process [9]. The main problems of this paper are the identification and 

measurement of human activities using smartphone sensors. There are behaviors such as cycling, biking, 

entertaining, exercise, etc. Based on the length and difficulty of the work: brief tasks, basic activities and 

complicated activities can then be separated into these three main categories. 

The objective of the paper proposed by  is to identify the most typical everyday activities of an 

individual home by incorporating a revolutionary HAR framework that uses the ability of the smart technology 

combined with the capabilities of deep learning. The developed wearable got connected an IMU and a Wi-Fi 

portion for transmitting data over a Cloud service provider and providing direct Internet access with a single 

home network to allows users to perform the installation process directly. The sensor is combined with the 

CNN network, which is configured to evaluate the limited resources available to allow cost effectiveness or 

wearable systems to maintain the direction it can be applied. The specific problem of this paper is the 

implementation of an overarching system to constantly track the actions of people in the field of environmental 

assistance, welfare administration, clinical issue, elderly treatment, recovery, entertaining and monitoring of 

smart home conditions. The cause of this interesting of this problem and it's testing in many applications, due 

to their scale and costs have steadily been reduced [10]. 

Another study by Wan et al, aims to present an infrastructure based on a phone inertial sensor for 

HAR. The proposed convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm surpasses conventional solutions and 

displays state-of-the-art outcomes based on comparable studies. At the same point, HAR and deep learning 

approaches collaborate to increase calculating accuracy and quality to minimize energy consumption expense 

and equipment resources. It is a job of conduct identification for RGB-D or mobile data sources to communicate 

human body movements, to analyze the living stimuli and to recognize the semantics of behavioral events. 

After that, in human-like video data, the algorithm will comprehend and judge the action sequences Computers' 

precision and the forecast of behavioral behavior can be significantly promoted by overcoming the 

computational dimensionality and inconsistency of human conduct in health monitoring devices, smart houses, 

communications between human and machine, etc. The major point in this article is the design of HAR 

technologies for healthcare surveillance systems to resolve the differences among healthcare practitioners and 

patients. Integrated transportable sensors allow smartphones an all-round tool to capture and interpret data, 

allowing HAR to be done by smartphones. The challenge of identifying human behavior with the build-in 

mobile accelerometer has been solved well, but these conventional approaches do not distinguish complex and 

real-time human behaviors with multimodal and large data sources [11]. 

Gumaei et al, have suggested a system for the identification of human behavior based on a hybrid 

profound learning paradigm and multimodal body sensor data. The dual deep learning model involves a number 

of neural network layers that incorporate the two distinct types of recurring units (SRUs) and the Gated 

Recurrent Units (GRUs), which are referred to as deep SRU-GRU models. They used the advantage of quick, 

fast SRUs and more powerful and reliable GRUs. They also suggested the use of a dual deep learning model 

to merge simple and gated reciprocal neural network systems to provide a multi-sensor platform for human 

behavior detection. In addition, they utilize deep-simple recurrent devices to handle then use any internal 

memory capacities to handle the sequences of multi-sensors input information. This framework was used to 

refine the hyper parameters of the model on the basis of manual and grid search procedures. The proposed 

framework was tested using an MHEALTH multi-sensor dataset and the cutting-edge work on the same dataset 

was taken into account. The most popular deep learning techniques, however, fail to take into account pattern 

sequences or recall modifications to the pattern sequences over the duration of periods. Recurrent neural 

networks (RNNs), according to internal storage capacities, are used for solving these problems in many systems 

for impressive outcomes [12].  

Li et al, have been suggested three hybrid deep learning algorithms to be used in there research in 

order to deal with Human Activity Recognition (HAR) problem. Power Spectral Density (PSD) parameters are 

directly derived prior to training the Deep Recurrent Neural Network (DRNN) model from vertical 

accelerations and triaxle accelerations that deliver an electrical power at a period along the time spectrum and 

thus thoroughly describe the features of human behavior across successive time stages. Furthermore, real 

number PSDs are chosen to increase measurement performance rather than sophisticated and complex numbers 

STFT output. Comparison of representative deep learning techniques for HAR problem using only the 

accelerometer sensor was performed to evaluate the suggested schemes in this article in detailed experimental 

tests based on the actual data set. A particular study has been made on the identification of complicated human 

activities related to the transition between the activities, and the final outcomes of experiments show that the 

proposed methods have good results in terms of result accuracy and implementation time. The study attempts 

to detect traditional human behaviors in the area of intelligent healthcare and has had fantastic applications. In 

HAR study, the identification of everyday life behaviors and activities and the complex dropping activities. 

Data collected by an accelerometer, the most common component on smartphones and wearables, are 

especially useful for offering a wealth of knowledge on human activity and can be used for handy HAR 
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implementation. For these low-capacity instruments, productivity, efficiency and quality must be treated 

together for data classification [13]. 

Rav`ı et al, suggested a deep learning algorithm for the precise and significant identification of power-

savvy smart technology and smartphones is developed for the identification of human behavior and attitude. A 

feature generation procedure implemented to the spectral domain of inertial data has been designed to prevent 

changes in sensor orientation, sensor location and sensor acquisition speeds. In particular, the approach 

proposed uses quantities of transformed input spatial convolutions. The method to a systemic HAR feature 

learning method was used in this article for taking advantage of the concept of deep learning. In order to make 

the convolutional layers invariant with a change in different characteristics, the proposed method takes a 

technique to retrieve information using a temporal convolution in the domain of the inertial data.  The deep 

neural network includes links and relationships among input data, which are generally ignored. In addition, a 

wide range of layers for optimizing attribute design are placed on top of each other by attempting to capture 

all given the input combinations using a larger number of sensor nodes. Alterations in the sensor direction, 

sensor location on the human body, and other sensor configuration modifications make it difficult to derive 

productivity and helps from actual data. Where the process isn't appropriate for deeper learning, existing 

approaches for deep learning fix this by using a wide variety of frames and nodes, which results in higher 

model complexity, which isn't ideal for Body Sensor Networks (BSN) [14]. 

Tanberk et al, suggested a hybrid deep framework in their paper for the comprehension and analysis 

of videos based on recognizing human activities. The suggested platform is built using deep-learning 

techniques to combine dense flow technique and auxiliary knowledge in the video databases. In order to 

identify human behavior, 3D convolutional neuronal networks (3D-CNN) supplied to the optical flow were 

combined with long short-term memory (LSTM) supplied to contributory information through video stream. 

Furthermore, during the identification of clips, the assistance vector machine algorithm is used. The major 

point is how to build a complex interaction HAR hybrid-based video classification framework. In addition, in 

the consolidation phase how the hybrid deep model will classify videos and produce video subtitles [15]. 

Zebin et al, introduced a method of feature learning that uses deep convolutional neural networks 

(CNN) to systematically automate feature learning from the input variables. The effect on CNN output was 

monitored from various important hyperparameters, including several coevolutionary layers and kernel sizes. 

The studies also showed that Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) can manipulate signal streams of 

gyroscope and accelerometer to auto-learn the optimal functionality of the input for the task of identification 

of operation. Data were gathered from five separate sensor sites on the lower part of the body to further identify 

the activities. In order to avoid prediction error, the neural network due to the smaller size of training, the 

researchers used techniques like pooling, reduction, and soft-max classification. The key challenge in this 

research was the achievement of high precision in the recognition of human behavior and reducing system 

costs [16]. 

Zhu et al, were providing a human activity recognition system using mobile phone accelerometer, 

gyroscope and magnetometer based on the convolution neural network (CNNs) was the designed system in 

this article. This article proposed a new optimization technique for CNN to overcome the ambiguity among 

extremely related behaviors such as going up and down the stairs. Several algorithms were used to create three 

system steps, these are pre-processing of input data, feature extraction, and selection of the features. There 

were two variants used in this article called CNN network of seven classes (CNN-7) and network of two classes 

(CNN-2). Two versions of CNN implement the metric pool to carry out human activities during the research 

process. They accepted that the ensemble learning approach is very successful in differentiating the uncertainty 

between certain very related and often confounding activities such as walking and going upstairs. CNN-7 

identifies seven activities and CNN-2 distinguishes two confusing human actions that produce extremely 

similar signal patterns: going upstairs and walking. If the CNN-7 output does not go up or down, the output is 

the final decision. But if CNN-7 performance is up or down then combining the CNN-2 forecast to increase 

the precision of recognition of these two confounding activities was performed. The key challenge in this 

research was how to increase the accuracy and effectivity of HAR system, especially in some complex cases. 

These complex cases may be assumed as the difference in movements and walk-steps among people, the 

limited size of data, and the high complexity of individual actions [17]. 

Human Activities are encoded as series of sensor readings in time T. Traditional machine learning 

strategies carry out class mission with out shooting temporal co-relations among input samples. CNN addresses 

this problem, however, is confined via way of means of convolution kernel. RNN mixed with LSTM are 

capable of cope with this problem and feature gained recognition for growing HAR systems. In this paper, an 

optimized RNN-LSTM version which may be deployed on edge gadgets is developed. 
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3. PROPOSED METHOD 

In conjunction with LSTM the suggested model is built using RNN. It has a superficial structure with 

only multiple convolutional layers and fifty neurons, making it possible to launch on edge computers such as 

IoT boarding devices (Raspberry Pi, Audrino etc.). The following is a summary of each part of the model. 

 

3.1. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 

Timing information can be captured from sequence data by RNNs. It is a row of data layers. There 

are input, hidden and output layers. There are several nodes in the hidden layer and maybe multiple layers in 

it. Each hidden and output node have a producing function for the current hidden case and output value 

generation. 

CNN is a feedforward neural network comprising hidden layers and input and output layers. 

Convolutional layers coupled with pooling layers produce hidden layers. Among the CNN's blocks, the 

convolution layer is the most important. In the convolutional layer, a convolution filter is used to input data in 

order to create a feature map that combines information from the filter. Multiple filters are applied to the input 

data in order to create a stack of feature maps, which modify the convolutional layer's final output. In the areas 

of original data, local dependencies are generated via a convolution technique. Furthermore, in order to 

associate non-linearity with the CNN, an additional activation function such as a rectified linear unit is added 

to feature maps. 

A pooling layer, which stores the most important information, then reduces the total of samples in 

each feature map. With the use of the pooling layer, the training time was lowered while the dimensionality 

and over-fitting processes were minimized. The most common form of pooling function is max-pooling, which 

finds the biggest value in a given neighborhood window. CNN architectures are made up of convolutional and 

pooling layers, followed by a number of fully linked layers.. 

 

3.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

The main issue of collapsing and disappearing gradients is faced by RNN networks. This prevents the 

network's ability to track a wide spectrum of time dependency for long background windows among data and 

human activities. This restriction can be eliminated from LSTM-based RNNs and long processing windows 

modelling by replacing conventional RNN nodes with LSTM memory unit. LSTM unit includes multiple 

variables and gates to monitor each cell's behavior. The activation functions of the gates monitor each activation 

function. The input data are supplied to various gates: forget gate, input gate, output gate, activation vector to 

get into activation function  [18]. 

Via gates that transmit or block information through the LSTM unit, LSTM gets the capacity to make 

judgments about what to store and when to allow reads, writes, and deletions. LSTM is used to extract auxiliary 

information from hand tracking and movement based on chessboard recognition in this study. 

 

3.3. Proposed RNN-LSTM System 

The proposed system is started from a tri-axel accelerometer reading stage. The second stage is the 

input data window for converting data into an input vector. After that, the enhanced RNN-LSTM system will 

work on the input data and integrate the output from different states and give the prediction decision. At the 

last stage, the SoftMax classifier is used to produce the final results of that particular window. The proposed 

system involves of two hidden layers, each layer has fifty neurons [19]. 

The suggested LSTM network is used to learn characteristics, identify, and recognize events 

automatically. The LSTM network is a form of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that can solve time series 

correlation issues in both short and long time by employing the hidden layer as a memory cell. RNNs are a 

subset of ANNs that form a loop in internal networks. RNNs feature recurrent hidden states in which the output 

at each time step is dependent on the output at the previous time step, hence hidden cells in RNNs get feedback 

from prior states to present states [20]. 

Three gates control memory cell performance: input gate 𝑖𝑡, output gate 𝑜𝑡, and forget gate 𝑓𝑡. The 

following are the updating equations: 

 
𝑖𝑡 = sigmoid(𝑈𝑖ℎ𝑡−1 +𝑊𝑖𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖)

𝑜𝑡 = sigmoid(𝑈𝑜ℎ𝑡−1 +𝑊𝑜𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜)

𝑓𝑡 = sigmoid(𝑈𝑓ℎ𝑡−1 +𝑊𝑓𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓)

𝑐�̃� = tanh(𝑈𝑐ℎ𝑡−1 +𝑊𝑐𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐)

𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐�̃�
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⊙ tanh(𝑐𝑡)
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The sigmoid function is employed in neural networks for prediction and transformation, and the 

operator ⊙refers to vector element-wise multiplication. 

However, the proposed model includes a unique RNN-LSTM-based ensemble that successfully 

resolves the misunderstanding between very comparable behaviors such as moving upstairs and walking. 

Extensive comparison tests utilizing traditional approaches, including RF, are undertaken to evaluate the 

performance of the ensemble model. The model uses the sum of rules to integrate output from several states 

using the SoftMax classifier to provide a single final output for that window. 

 

 

4. SYSTEM AND DATA COLLECTION 

Generally, a considerable quantity of training data is necessary for a multi-class classification issue, 

especially when the feature vector has a high dimension. Rich features extracted from a significant amount of 

training data can also successfully prevent overfitting and strengthen the model. This paper's data comes from 

a variety of sports scenarios with a variety of players and device locations. The data was gathered in such a 

way that the amount of data obtained for each action was virtually identical. We'll go through a lot of specifics 

about data gathering and Dataset in this part. 

 

4.1. System Setup 

The proposed system is designed on Raspberry Pi4 with 8 GB SDRAM and a processor of Quad-core 

Cortex-A72 (ARM v8), 64-bit, 1.5 GHz. The application of human activity recognition is applied on python 

v3.9 and TensorFlow deep learning library v2.4.0. 

 

4.2. Dataset 

The dataset for this work was collected online [21] and is called ExtraSensory. The dataset design 

proposed by Y. Vaizman and K. Ellis under the supervision of professor Gert Lanckriet. They published their 

paper [z], which describes the dataset in terms of user, device, sensor, and labels. 

The author created an iPhone version and an Android version, as well as a Pebble watch component 

that works with both the iPhone and Android versions. For our dataset, we chose 30 samples. Furthermore, the 

Human Activity Recognition database was used to perform activities of daily living (ADL) while carrying a 

waist-mounted smartphone with embedded inertial sensors [22]. The built-in camera is used for collecting 

three-way data on Android devices. Six behaviors for 30 persons are included in the datasets. There are: 

standing up, walking, jogging, seating, going down the stairs and going up the stairs. Each behavior committed 

numerous acts in front of the leg pocket, holding a mobile phone. For the accelerometers, the persistent 

specimen rate of 20 Hz was calculated. Figure 1 depicts a screenshot of apps for collecting data sets as proposed 

by [21], followed by a comprehensive data set overview in Table 1. 

 

 
  (a) Active feedback      (b) History view          (c) Label selection         (d) Notifications 

Figure 1. Screenshot for colled dataset 

 

Table 1. Summary of the dataset 
Behavior No. Samples Ratio 

Walking 4,24,400 38.6% 

Jogging 3,42,177 31.2% 

Going Upstairs 1,22,869 11.2% 

Going Downstairs 1,00,427 9.1% 

Seating 59,939 5.5% 

Standing Up 48,397 4.4% 
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Enhanced RNN-LSTM is trained and separated into 60:40 for preparation and testing on a dataset. 

The models' weights are modified by the activation function. Middle cross-entropy between ground reality and 

forecast labels is used as a cost function. Using Adam Optimizer, costs can be minimized and model parameters 

modified. In Raspberry Pi4, this model has been learned to control the capacity of the system to interact with 

the tip. Various configurations have been tried and tested using the hit and trial approach to define limits, for 

example, a number of periods, the batch size, the window size, learning rate and kernel size. Table 2 shows the 

final set of selected hyperparameters. 

 

Table 2. Model Hyperparameters 
Hyperparameter Value Selected 

Number of Nodes 40 

Number of epochs 100 

Hidden Layers 4 

Activation Function Softmax 

Optimizer Adam 

Learning Rate 0.0005 

Time Step 100 

Momentum 0.5 

 

The commonly used test metrics are used to calculate the model's efficiency, precision, rendering, and 

f1 scores respectively. 

I. Efficiency: Quantity of right forecasts for the complete number of TP sample forecasts. 

 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  (𝑇 + 𝑇𝑝)/(𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑛 + 𝐹 + 𝐹𝑝)  (1) 

 
where, 𝑇𝑝 = true forecast of positive class, 𝑇𝑛 = true forecast of a negative class, 𝐹𝑝 = falsely 

positive forecast of class, 𝐹𝑛 = falsely negative forecast of class. 

 

II. Precision: Number of real forecasts about the system's overall true forecasts. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 
1

𝑐
(∑

𝑇𝑝𝑐

𝑇𝑝𝑐+𝐹𝑝𝑐

𝑐
1 )  (2) 

 
where, 𝐶 = total amount of classes, 𝑇𝑝𝑐 = true positives for a specific class c, 𝐹𝑝𝑐 = falsely positive 

for a specific class c. 

 

III. Rendering: Amount of real forecasts for the true number of system's predictions. 

𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 
1

𝑐
(∑

𝑇𝑝𝑐

𝑇𝑝𝑐+𝐹𝑛𝑐

𝑐
1 )  (3) 

 
where, 𝐶 = total amount of classes, 𝑇𝑝𝑐 = true positives for a specific class c, 𝐹𝑛𝑐 = falsely negative 

for a specific class c. 

 

IV. F1 scores: A harmonic average between precision and rendering calculation. 

𝐹1 = ∑ 2 (
𝑛𝑐

𝑁
)𝑐

1 ∗ 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑐∗𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑐+𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐
  (4) 

where, 𝑁 = total amount of samples, 𝑛𝑐 = amount of samples in class c, Precision𝑐 = precision 

amount for particular class c, 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐 = rendering amount for particular class c. 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This paragraph explains the enhanced RNN-LSTM evaluation findings and compares them to some 

current researches. 99% precision for jogging and walking was reached with the proposed enhanced RNN-

LSTM. For going upstairs activities, a minimum precision of 81% is reached. Table 2 summarizes the outcomes 

of the evaluation metrics. 

Table 2. System evaluation measurements 
Algorithm Efficiency Precision Rendering F1 scores 

RNN-LSTM 97.45 % 98.15 % 97.69 % 96.98 % 
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Calculation and assessment of performance, accuracy, recall, f1 ranking were applied. Enhanced 

RNN-LSLSTM reached 97.45% efficiency, 98.15% precision, 97.69% and 96.98% F1 scores. Efficiency will 

yield inaccurate results if the data in each data set class is unevenly retrieved and accurate output validation is 

measured. 

The proposed method is compared with some of the others’ methods: DL techniques, such as, CNN 

and its variations ([19], [15]), RNN ([18],[16]), ML techniques, such as, SVM ([17]), It perform better than 

them in terms of accuracy. The graphical representation of comparative results is shown in fig. 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of accuracy with existing works 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

In the last decade, HAR systems have grown in popularity and made significant advances. Sensor-

based HAR, in particular, has a number of benefits over vision-based HAR, which has privacy problems and 

is restricted by computing needs. Activity recognition techniques based on machine learning and deep learning 

are becoming more important in HAR. This paper develops an enhanced HAR model. This model is used on 

the Raspberry Pi 4 edge computer. The capture of human behaviors on edge devices decreases duration, 

expense and bandwidth utilization in networking. Particularly in comparison to several current machine 

learnings and deep learning systems, the developed system provides better outcomes.  

  With recent advancements in computer vision and deep learning, many experts believe that the 

difficulties in this field may be efficiently addressed and overcome. Different sensor types have their own set 

of benefits and drawbacks. During the design process, researchers should consider their options in light of the 

design goals. Combining complementing sensor categories can occasionally improve performance and give 

extra information, allowing them to transcend their respective limits 
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